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Setting new·records
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Over $1.5 billion in campaign funds have been raised
Presidential Candidate Fundraising
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California has contributed o~r $163 million to the presidential campaign (Michael lannolo/Chr~nicle).
Michaellannolo
Staff Writer

F

or the first time in U.S.
history, the presidential
candidates have raised
over $ 1.5 billion, according to statistics released Oct. 20 by the Federal Election Commission (FEC).
CSUSB Professor of Political
Science, Dr. Scot Zentner was surprised to hear about the two-thirds
increase from the last election's
funds.
The 2004 election campaign's

record-setting total has now been
eclipsed by nearly $600 million, according to the FEC. Over 70 per9ent of the
money raised
~'There
has been from
individual contributors.
s a n
Bernardino's
contribution totals
nearly
$700,000 - the majority of which
has gone towards Sen. Barack
Obama's (D-MI) campaign, ac-

cording to the FEC. But that total is
trumped in compar1son to other
California cities, including Los Angeles ($20 million),
San
Francisco ($ 15
million)
and
Beverly Hills
($ 12 million).

are definitely some intei;r'
esting dynamir;s' to
this election."

'~There

are definitely
some interesting
dynamics to this election," Zentner
said. "Generally, contributions to
the RNC (Republican National

Committee) are higher than the
contributions to the DNC (Democratic National Committee)."
In 2004, President George W.
Bush's reelection campaign was
able to fund raise nearly $40 million, .more than Sen. John Kerry's
(D-MA) campaign.
This year, Obama has lead
presidential candidates by raising
$639.2 million- nearly double the
amount raised by Sen. John Mc/ '
Cain (R-AZ).
"The swift vote has not contributed as much this year," Zentner
~aid. "That may be a reason Republicans haven't raised as much as
Democrats."
The swift vote refers to the influ~nce of the Swift Boat Veterans
for Truth (SBVT) - a non-partisan
group of Vietnam veterans who
substantially contributed to the
2004 Bush campaign, according to
the Center for Responsive Politics
(CRP).
Between three individual
members alone, the SBVT was able
to raise nearly $1 0 million for the
Republican Party in 2004.
The SBVT officially ceased
operations on May 31, 2008, after
three financial watchdog groups Democracy 21, the Campaign
Legal Center and the CRP - jointly
filed an independent complaint with
the FEC regarding the SBVT's
source of funding.
California has contributed over
$ 163 million towards the presiden- .
tial campaigns - by far the mosJ of
any state, according to the FEC.
Over $83 million of that total has

Continued on Pg. 2

McCain, Obama on

higher education
with over $19,000 in debt and that
between 2001 and 2010, 2 million
academically qualified students
residential candidates will not go to college because they
John McCain and cannot afford it.
~
Barack Obama both
He also claims that the complihave proposals that could effect cated maze of tax credits and applihigher education.
cations leaves too many students
"I think the future of our econ- unaware of financial aid available
omy and our nation's sustainability to them.
depends on education," Sociology
The candidates state they
Professor Marcia Marx said. "We wouVJ try to change tax laws tha~
have to have an educated work apply to higher education.
force."
McCain proposes to simplify
Both candidates have ex- higher education tax benefits.
pressed their concern with higher
McCain's platform claims exeducation.
isting tax benefits are too compliMcCain claims America is fac- cated and many eligible families
ing increased competition from don't claim them.
overseas.
McCaLl s•ates that by simpliHe claims a part of that com- fying the existing benefits, he can
petition is from education overseas ensure that a greater number of
and proposes to modernize univer- families have a lower tax burde~
sities so that they retain their status when they are helping to send their
as producers of a skilled workforce. children to college.
He also claims the answer is
Obama proposes to create the
not to impose more regulations on American Opportunity Tax Credit.
institutions, but to encomage the
According to Obama's platgovernment to support irulovative form, the American Opportunity
approaches to education and re-. Tax Credit will be a universal and
moving regulatory barriers.
fully refundable credit that will enObama claims college costs sure that the first $4,000 of a colhave grown nearly 40 percent in the l~ge education is complet(!ly free
past five years. He claims that the for most Americans.
average graduate leaves college Contillued on Pg. 2

Greg McKinley
Staff Writer

P

Early voting saves students time
Albert Sabate
Staff Writer
an Bernardino County
has prepared itself for
an expected record
turnout this election. Officials have
organized many earJy voting opportunities for voters. CSUSB was
one of a dozen sites to participate.
There were 506 votes cast during early voting at the Santos
Manuel Sfudent Union on Oct. 2223.
With over 5,000 early votes
cast thus far, this roughly accounts
for 10 percent of all early voting in
San Bernardino County.
"Nearly half of Californians
are expected to cast their votes by
mail rather than at a polling site
[this year]," the Los Angeles Times

S

A& E
~

states in one of their articles. This
represents a milestone in our
democracy.
"Over a third of voters nationwide are expected to cast-ballots before Nov. 4, up from 22 percent
four years ago," according to
bloomberg.com.
Only
32
percent of voters used mail-in
ballots for the
2004 presidential election.
A mere 24
percent did so in
2000. Many claim to vote early because it's more convenient.
"I want to avoid the lines and
save time," Biniam Welderufael,
CSUSB student said. He said· that
with classes on Tuesday, he cited

convenience as a main factor.
When asked who he voted for, he
only hinted that he wanted change
and wanted to make history.
Voting registration and early
voting have been record-shattering
this presidential election.
Nationwide, state by
state and from
county
to
county, record
numbers of voters have registered and cast an
early ballot.
"It has been record breaking,"
Kari Verjil, registrar of voters of
San Bernardino County said.
This election is a record for
voter registration in the county with
829,756 voters. In 2004, there were

... early voting has
been recordshattering...

737,559 registered voters and 7 1
percent voted.
Early voting accounted for
142,78 1, 19 percent, ofthe 528,387
San Bernardino County votes cast
in November 2004.
This year, San Bernardino
County has issued an estimated
289,000 early .ballots, Verjil said.
Already 100,000 have been returned.
"We'll go well over [the last
record)", Verjil said.
. San Bernardino County has
33 1,097 registered Democrats,
320,077 registered Republicans,
146,929 registered non-partisans,
22,8 18 registered American Independents, 3,617 registered Libertarians, 2,792 registered Greens and
2,426 registered Peace and FreeContinued on Pg. 2
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Student Biniam Welderufael voted early to avoid long lines at the polls
(Albert Sabate/Chronicle).
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!-Electoral college to choose next president CSUSB receives
an 0 th er b udy e t cu t
r

.

:Lauren Padia
,copy EditorjStaf!Writer

•
•rmNov. 4.

Eledoral VQte Distribufion

While choosing whjch presidential candidate ·to vote for may be
relatively straight-forward, the
process of electing someone to the
White House is not.
The popular vote determines
how each state's electors will cast
v~tes
in the electoral college.
,•
.-• Electors are generally chosen
by the political parties at each
party's state convention.
In other words, the U.S. does
not actually have a direct democracy.
Instead, we use a form of repre.sentative democracy in the presid~ntial election.
The votes of the electors, our
representatives, are the only votes
that can formally elect the president.
States are awarded electoral
votes roughly based on population.
Bowever, each state, including
Washington, D.C., has at least three
e!~ctoral votes.
To win the presidency, a candidate must win 270 electoral votes.
There are a total of 538 electoral
votes, with the electoral heavyweights being California (55),
Texas (34), New York (31) and

California holds 55 of the 270 electoral votes necessary to win the presidency (Lauren Padia/Chronicle).
dance to the popular vote.
Florida (27).
Maine and Nebraska use a difCurrent tossup states are considered to be Florida, Missouri, In- ferent system and divide their votes
diana, Ohio and North Carolina, between the two parties to reflect
the popular vote.
totaling 84 electoral votes.
Ohio is of particular interest in
The elector's votes should rethis election because they hold 20 flect the popular vote of each state,
electoral votes and no Republican · but they are not legally obligated to
president has ever been voted into do so.
Electors who vote in opposioffice without winning Ohio.
Forty-eight states currently use tion of the state's vote are called
a winner-take-all approach to dis- "faithless electors."
tribute the electoral votes in accorFaithless electors are frowned
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upon, but are not illegal under the
Constitution.
Some states have instituted
fines, or have threatened to substitute electors to rectify an "invalid
vote" in order to prevent faithless
/
.
e Iectmg.
.
.
Many people fro,Wn upon the
electoral college anA suggest that
the popular vote may be a more efficient voting method, but the electoral college was included in the
original U.S. Constitution.

Record Voter turnout eXpected
Garret Tedesco
Staff Writer

Over 17,000 students have been regi~tered to vote this fall by the California State Student Association (Garret Tedesco/Chronicle).
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ices or public safety," CSU Chancellor Charles B. Reed said in a
press release.
Kamig does not anticipate any
alifornia is in a state
layoffs
on campus in the near fu' of fiscal crisis and
ture . Instead, he says that a job
~ Gov. Scbwarzenegger
has asked the CSU to return $31.3 "freeze" would be a better alternative if the school were to experimillion.
CSUSB's share of the deficit is ence additional budget cuts soon.
A job freeze occurs when a po~
roughly $1.2 million. In addition to
the already reduced $2.3 million, sition opens as a result of resignathe approximate total budget cut is tion and the school does not
immediately fill the position.
$3.5 million.
He says that while a freeze
The administration plans to
offset the deficit with a one-time re- would be a better alternative to layoffs,
a job
serve fund, as
"chill" would be'
well as a baseline
reserve
... the approximate the best Aoption.
chill
fund, which is
total budget cut is would result in
recurring each
temporarily
year.
$3. 5 million ...
holding the job,
"[Univerfilling it with a
sity President
part-time emDr. Albert R.
Karnig's] administration has been ployee, or possibly offering a lower
fairly fiscally conservative, so we salary.
In the future, one of the
are already prepared," Assistant Dischool's
general principles for currector of Public Affairs Joe Gutierrent
budget
cuts would be possible
rez said.
Any cutbacks will not affect reductions in the courses offered
students who receive scholarships each quarter and changing course
or aid, because those numbers are times as well.
Another viable option to reconcrete and will not be changed,
duce costs would be to increase ensays Gutierrez.
"We anticipate that we will be ergy savings, which would include
able to manage this reduction with- reducing operating hours and adout disrupting campus OJ?erations or justing c~assroom temperature levimpacting instruction, student serv- els on campus.

Lauren Padia
Copy Editor/Staf!Writer

ou will not be
voting for the
next president

merica's youth have
more and , more reasons to become politically active.
Today, an average student will
graduate with twice as much debt
as a student ten years ago, according to Rock the Vote.
The average job will not provide suffici~nt monetary support to
sustain a go'od level of living.
In addition, 13.3 millionAmericanS'between the ages of 19 and 29
lack basic health insUrance.

An estimated 125 million to CLE).
200 million voters are expected to
"I would love to think that our
vote, the highest turnout on record. generation is politically involved,
The increase in voter participa- but I am skeptical," sen'ior Italia
tion may e attributed to the rising Lossif said.
number of young voters.
The youth turnout rate in the
More than
2008 primary
6.5 million peoelection
ac~~,would love to
ple under the
counted for 19
age of 30 particthink t hat Of!r gen ~ percent of the
ipated in the
results, accorderation is politi2008 primaries
ing to CIRCLE.
and caucuses,
Statistically, the
cally involved... "
according to the
youth vote is
Center for Inferbecoming more
mation and ·Research on Civic prominent.
Learning and Engagement (CIROver 17,000 students have

been registered to vote this fall by
the California State Student Association.
The 2008 primary elections in
Califorrua drew 951,000 youth. .
votes, 400,000 more than in 2000. ·
Educating new and experi- .
enced voters alike is a top priority
in many states this year.
With approximately 200,000"•
polling sites nationwide, the federal •
government is preparing its election
process for an expected high volume of voter traffic.
"The youth have always been
empowered to vote," senior Marc
Van Hatten said. "

Continued:

Candidates' stance on higher education
He claims it will cover twothirds of tuition costs at the average
public college or university and
make community college tuition
completely free for most students.
Recipients of the credit will be
required to conduct 100 hours of
community service.
The candidates also propose to
simplify the federal financial aid
process.

McCain claims too many pro- administration, and help more stugrams and a complicated applica- dents have a better understanding of
tion process deter many eligible their eligibility for aid.
students from seeking federal fiObama plans to streamline the
nancial aid.
financial aid process by eliminating
He claims the number of pro- · the current federal financial aid apgrams also makes it difficult for fi- plication.'
nancial aid officers to help students
He proposes to enable .
navigate the process.
families to apply by checking a box
He proposes that consolidating on their tax form, authorizing
programs will help simplify their their tax information to be used,

eliminating the need for a separate
application.
Both candidates' proposals
share many similarities and have
many differences.
The importance of higher :
eduction to the nation may never
have, been higher.
· "Our future is in the funding of
education," Marx s<;tid. "Most jobs
require a degree."

Continued: ·

Continued:

Campaign·fundraising and advertising Early voting

gone towards the Obama campaign,
over three times more than what
went to the McCain campaign.
According to the CRP, onethird of the campaign money spent
this year has been on administrative
expenses such as travel, salaries,
supplies, consultants, and food. The
n ext biggest expenditure has been
advertising.
Over $420 million has been
spent on marketing the candidates,
according to the CRP.
Eighty percent Of that figure
has gone into broadcast media like
television and radio commercials.
That results in about $60 million more than what was spent on
au · advertisements during the last
presidential election.
Nearly $30 million has gone
into Internet advertisements this
year.
That figure is up an astronomical 300,000 p~rcent from an esti-

mated $102,061 in 2004. Print
media is the third largest advertisement exp.enditure for this year at
$15 million.
Obama's campaign has spent
more than double the amount of
money on television advertisements
than McCain's, with 489,000 airings nationwide since January 1,
2007, according to the Campaign
Media Analysis Group (CMAG).

Over $420 million
has been spent on
marketing the
candidates...
In California, the Obama campaign has spent $5.5 million on
broadcast advertisements, with
2,547 airings, according to the
CMAG. The McCain campaign has
spent about $50,000 - less than a

hundredth of Obama 's total - on advertisement~ in California, accounting for only 18 airings .
Zentner believes McCain's
lack of spending in California was
done in order to focus on traditionally more Republican states. .
"What [McCain's] basically
done is written off California,"
Zentner said. "He's focusing on battleground areas like Indiana, Pennsylvania, Virginia - but even there
Obama is spending more."
California represents 55 electoral votes, which is over 20 percent
of the total electoral votes needed
for presidency..
The majority of either candidates ' advertisements have focused
on the economy, according to
CMAG.
Key battleground states like
Florida, Indiana and Virginia have
seen most of the advertisement expenditures.

dom party members.
In California, many northern
counties· have higher percentages
of mail-in voters than traditional
voters.
Mendocino has 74.3 percent,
Santa Clara 68.6 percent and Marin
59.9 percent.
In 2004, San Bernardino
County had a 19.36 percent early
vote.
Officials liave said they expect
a record in voter turnout across the
nation.
"We're going to smash records this
election," Verjil said.

Corrections
Last week's article, "Latinstyle dance workshop offered by
dance group," incorrectly credits
Cesar Escobar as one of the co- ·
founders of LOBOS salsa work-•.
shops. Escobar is a member.
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Threats bring race concerns
Karina Amador
Staff Writer
hite
supremacist
threats against Sen.
Barack
Obama
·elicit a response from CSUSB professor.
Two neo-Nazi skinheads
planned to rob a gun store, target
students at a largely black high
school and then try to kill Obama,
according.to National Public Radio
(NPR).
The same source said that Paul
Schlesselman, 18, of West Helena,
Ark., and Daniel Cowart, 20, of
Bells, Tenn., did not expect to be
successful, but wanted to die trying.
According to the report, the
two men allegedly discussed wearing white tuxedos and top hats for
the occasion.
"The truth drives them crazy,"
CSUSB professor Brian Levin said.

W

"To them an interrac'ial [per- having a president who's not full
son] is the worst thing possible."
American running the country,"
Levin does not support either senior Israel Diego said.
The Huffington Post reported
candidate.
"Obama is supported by Jews, that white supremacists feel a black
Latinos and progressive whites. To man in the Oval Office would
them the country is entering catas- shock some in white America.
The KKK feels it could possitrophe and they are seeking an opportunity for recruitment," Levin bly drive millions to their cause,
said.
and perhaps even
Accord·
~~The issue of ... race
ing to CBS
set off a
race war
News, white should not be a concern
that would
supremacists
See hope in
in a presidential race. H lead to
Obama 's win.
Aryan vicFormer Ku Klux Klan leader David tory.
Most voters accept that such a
Duke said Obama would be a "visual aid" in bringing others around phenomenon is highly un likely.
"People may attempt to do
to their view that whites have lost
something to Obama, but they have '
control of America.
Although Obama's citizenship no resources. Security is at a level
has been proven legitimate, many where it's never been before," senior Rachel Beaulieu said.
voters remain skeptical.
"Some people can get offended
In May, 2008, ABC reported

that Obama received Secret Service
protection last year at the earliest
date ever in a presidential campaign.
"The issue of religion or race
should not be a concern [in a presidential race]," Levin said.
"The issue should be whether
he's a person of goodwill or not."
The Internet has also made it
easier for hate messages to disseminate.
"Web hatred is incredible,"
Levin said. "It raises the level of
threats.
[Obama is] a symbol that sends a
terrific message of the ability of
America to redeem itself'
Chris Keeling, part of the
FBI's hate crimes task force in
Santa Clarita, Ca. told NPR that
there is more on the Internet going
out now because they have a target.
Many people fe lt this racial
issue was of importance,

ASI Rocks the Vote
Shantal Anderson
Campus News Editor

A

ssociated Students Incorporated (ASI) will
hold an election night
event for students who want to hear
the results for the President of the
United States.
·Tuesday night on November 4,
ASI will be showing a TV screening of the results from 8pm to 1am.
Coyote Radio will be providing
music and games while they watch.
ASI will give away $1 50 for
the organization which brings the
most attendance amount of people.
"This event is honoring the
transitional period for who be-

comes the next President of the
United States" ASI president Jeremy Vasquez said.
ASI wants to have stUdents
gather on campus so they can network with fellow stu<fent leaders,
according to Vasque'z.
There will be two huge television displays showing the broadcasting of the poll results. The MC
of the night will be Vasquez.
"This is the first time ASI is
doing an election night event like
this. This will give them a memory
about Cal State." Vasquez said.
Director of External Affairs;
Armando Jones, helped prepare the
event. They anticipate around 200
students to come.

_....

Text message and letter from the emergency notification center
(Maricela/ Chronicle).

Txt msg alert$:
Maricela Miguel
Staff Writer

C

SUSB has come up
with an emergency notification system to
avoid circumstances. like that which
occurred at Virginia Tech last year.
Connect-ED Service recently
implemented the em.ergency system
that will allow the university to
connect to students and staff in case
of an emergency.
On Oct. 29, students and staff
received a disaster drill message.
The message was sent by e-mail,
TTY/TDD, voice messages, cell
phones and even text messages, according to the CSUSB Police Department website.
The contact information that
was used to send the message was
obtained through students' MyCoyote accounts.
Students and staff who know
that their contact information needs
to be changed, as well as those who
have currently obtained a new cell
phone, should update their contact
information through the MyCoyote
·

website.
Updating contact information
is important so that the ConnectED service is able to send messages
which serve the purpose of reaching staff and students in the case of
an emergency.
The police department website
states that the university would contact students and staff by e-mail,
voice messages to office phones,
postings on the CSUSB website, a~
emergency hotline and through · ~
new public address system and' ~
telephone announcement syst~in
which would automatically activatt:
all office and classroom speaker
phones.
The University has to test th~
. Emergency Notification System tor
two main reasons: to ensure that the
system is securely in place and fiir-:
' thermore for students and staff tci
ge\ to know the new emergem:..Y,
communication system. The emer-'
gency notification drill message
will be delivered to all students and
staff on campus three times a year,
once per quarter.
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California a.r gues
energy future
Katelyn Duffy

Staff Writer

P

utility companies to produce an increasing amount of energy from
clean and renewable sources.
Proposition 7 mandates the
production of energy from renewable sources to help halt the energy
crisis experienced by California.
Proponents of the proposition
say that it would make California
the world leader in alternative energy and send the message to utility companies that they have an
obligation to pursue what is publicly supported.
It is also projected that Proposition 7 will

roposition 7 might actually impede the movement of California
toward clean renewable energy, according to Dr. Jim Noblet.
Dr. Noblet, a CSUSB associate
professor of chemistry and biochemistry, finds Proposition 7 to be
a poorly crafted law. ·
Proposition 7 would require
government owned utilities to gen. erate 20 percent of their power from
renewable energy
by 2010. This stan- "Democrat's andRe- spurecon<rmic
growth with
dard currently appublicans oppose
370,000 new
plies to private
electrical corporaProp 7u
high-wage
tions only.
. .---------~~jobs.
"I'm
"But this measure runs a good cause off the cliff. It voting yes," Michael Hardee, a
forces the state to change energy communications major said. "I
habits on an unrealistic timetable, think having something is better
draws up complex rules at the ballot than nothing".
Chief supporters of Proposition
box instead of through the legislative process and ignores a chance to 7 include Dr. Donald Aitken, Ph.D.,
work with the state's wide circle of renewable energy scientist. It is also
environmentalists and power com- supported by David Freeman, en. ergy policy advisor to Presidents
panies," according to sfgate.com.
The bill will also require Cali- John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnfornia utilities to increase their pur- son, and the Community Environchases of renewable electricity by 2 mental Council of Santa Barbara.
A "no" vote for Proposition 7
percent annually. It's purpose is to
meet what is called the Renewable means that utility companies would
Portfolio Standard (RPS) reauire- not be reauired at this time to oropercent in 2025, according to Cali- ergy.
fornia Independent Voter Project
The core arguments against
(CAIVP).
Proposition 7 are that the proposiA "yes" vote would require tion is said to be an environmen-

tally unsound bill which forces
small energy providers out of the
market and uses absurd regulations, while bolstering the power of
established utility companies.
It does not provide an adequate
regulatory apparatus to oversee the
production of new alternative energy sources, shifting the responsibility for energy production to the
wrong place, those opposed argue it
ignores the necessity of market
mechanisms for the production of
energy by mandating the usage of
unrealistic long-term contracts .
Perhaps most notable is that
Proposition 7 is opposed by environmental
groups,
corporate
groups, Democrats, Republicans
and alternative energy advocates.
"If you look at the people supporting Prop 7, there are few special interest groups and some
prominent scientists," Noblet said.
"But the people opposing Proposition 7 are numerous and from diverse political perspectives. Major
environmental groups. When people who are generally at odds with
one another agree on something,
they are probably right."
Though people are split on the
good intentions of Proposition 7
being outweighed by the flaws in its
regulations and mandates, the most
important thing is that voter's research the bill and decide for them"! encourage everyone to investigate this proposition for themselves and draw their own
conclusions," Noblet said.

Californians are conflicted over proposition 8, which could possibly cha nge the direction on how the
state deals with renewable ener gy(Courtesy of www.tburg.us.com).

Hig a·s prices
interest for Prop .1 0 _
•

Bri~ima Goldberg
Staf!Writer
·

ith the rate of gas
prices as unpredictable as ever,
Proposition 10 is of considerable
interest to CSUSB students.
Students may have to make
some changes such as purchasing
alternative fuel or economically efficient vehicles in the near future to
combat the erratic prices.
The state of California is now
trying to help and reward potential
purchasers of alternative fuel vehicles this election season through
Proposition 10.
There are many propositions
on the ballot this year, but some of
them have not received as much attention as others.
Proposition 10 may not be
highly publicized like Proposition
8, or Proposition 2, but it is still of
high importance to students.
Proposition 10 will provide $5
billion in bonds paid from the
state's General Fund to be authorized to help consumers and others
purchase certain vehicles.
· . The proposition will also help
research in renewable energy and
alternative fuel vehicles, according
to smartvoter.org.
A total of $3.425 billion will
go directly to helping people purchase alternative fuel vehicles, including natural gas vehicles, as well
as funding for the research of alternative fuel technologies, according
to smartvoter.org.
The other $1.25 billion will go
to the research, development and
production of renewable energy
technology. ·
Proposition 10 also provides
grants to cities for renewable energy projects and to colleges for
training in renewable and energy
efficient technologies, according to
smartvoter.org.

Prop 10 will cost the state $5 billion in bonds that will come directly
out of the state'~ General fund (Brianna Goldberg/Chronicle). .
Rebates would. be issued to
consumers of alternative and economically fuel efficient vehicles in
the amount of$2,000 to $5,000 depending on the type of car purchased, according to the Institute of
Governmental
Studies
Library(IGS) at UC Berkley.
Through about 20 19 the state
predicts an annual cost of $1 0 million, according to the IGS at.
Berkley, and the state would pay
back the bonds for a 30 year period.
Texas oil tycoon, T. Boone
Pickens' Clean Energy Fuel Corporation wrote the measure and spent
$3 million to place it on the ballot
according to the Executive Director
of the Consumer Federation of California, Richard Holober.
He opposes the proposition.
Holober claims that Pickens
dominates the natural gas fueling
business and Proposition 10 is
being used to manipulate the market to favor natural gas rather than
cleaner energy technologies.
Californians for Clean andRenewable Energy, who are support-

ers of the measure, claim that
Proposition 10 will reduce California's dependence on foreign oil,
fight global warming and clean the
state's
air,
according
to
Prop I OYes.com.
Students of CSUSB also differ
in opinion.
"Saving money on gas would
be great, but economically I don't
believe it is the right time for our
state to be spending $5 billion, there
are more important things that that
money should be going to if it has
to go anywhere, like our educational system," CSUSB senior,
Steven Iacono said.
On the other hand, junior
David Delano supports the measure.
"If we can lessen our dependence on foreign oil by any means I
am all for it. This money would go
towards helping me buy a better
car, save money, and clean the air at
the same time. I'm voting ye_s," Delano said.
To find out more about Proposition
l0 visit www.voterguide.sos.ca.gov.

"
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'SNL' funny again:
Sarah Mulvogue

guests like Nancy Pelosi (Kristen
Wiig), Bill Clinton (Will Ferrell)
and Joe Biden (Jason Sudeikis).
he truth, whole truth
The skit imitated the Obama
and nothing . but the family and their overconfidence in
truth is the message the polls.
conveyed through Saturday Night
Tina Fey's Palin impersonation
Live's political skits. The show is may have done mor~ to damage the
leaving its mark on some students. VP Republican candidate's number
The ever popular TV show hu- decline than any Democratic attack.
mors people around the globe, but Her co-star Darrell Hammond, who
some of the funniest episodes occur impersonates Palin's running mate
Johl? McCa{n, finds it hard to beduring elections.
With Tina Fey off last week lieve the show is actually influencfrom Sarah Palin duty and Amy ing the election.
Inspired by Fey's sly, astoundPoehler as a new mother, Saturday
Night Live was left to spoof the ingly successful character imperObama family and Sen. Joe Biden. sonation of Palin, SNL is adding
In the opening sketch on Satur- Thursday political specials, culmiday Oct. 25, Jason Sudeikis played nating in a SNL Presidential Bash
Biden and Darrell Hammond was Nov. 3. It will be complete with its
Rep. John Murtha in a C-SPAN greatest political hits, including hits
presentation of "Sen. Biden and from Chevy Chase's Gerald Ford to
Rep. Murtha Say Crazy Things in Jason Sudeikis's Joe Biden.
Johnston, PA."
"The show gives accurate inLater in the show there was a formation in a funny, over the top
mes.sage from Barack and Michelle way that exaggerates the candidates
Obama, with returning cast member but contains truth at the same time,"
Maya Rudolph as Obama pitching CSUSB senior Nicole Ivey said.
the "Barack Obama Variety Half-·
Fey's impersonation of Palin
Hour Show" and singing, "Solid as fits her to a tee. The way she walks,
Barack," a sample of Ashford and talks, and the staggering resemblance has audiences looking twice
Simpson's "Solid as a roy!{~
The faux variety s)lt>w featured at the TV to see if it is Palin or Fey
Staff Writer

T

In recent Saturday Night Live episodes, Fey impersonates VP hopeful Sarah Palin (Courtesy of TV
Guide).

they are viewing.
It seems that nothing could
possibly make Fey's Palin impersonation any better, but the crew at
Saturday Night Live kicked it up a
notch by bringing back Will Ferrell
as George W. Bush.
"Tina Fey does an accurate
impersonation of Sarah Palin and.it
is so funny. Amy Poehler acting as
Hilary Clinton and Tina Fey acting
as Sarah Palin is the funniest duo
ever," CSUSB junior Danielle
Casper said.
Tina Fey's take on Sarah Palin
has helped rocket Saturday Night
Live back to the top of the political
satire game. Nobody thought comedy could pack such a political
punch when SNL began in 1975.
President Gerald Ford was in
office when the show premiered in
1975, and Chevy Chase, Saturday
Night Lives' first breakout star, was
cast in the role.
The only frightening thing is
we live in a world where Presidential candidates don't dare directly
address the issues; they must speak
cautiously about them.
If people want to see what's really happening in the elections, then
they should tum off the debates and
tune into Saturday Night Live·.

~

2008 Presidenti·al
Justin Delos Reyes .
Sports Editor
n the midst of intense
campatgmng, one can a~
sume that Sens. Barack
Obama and John McCain find ways
to unwind as they travel from state

I

to state.
For the sake of change in
America, let's imagine that neither
candtdate takes the Dubya route.
Swigs from a bottle of whiskey
and intense games of beer pong are,
ideally, unlikely candidates for the
presidential hopefuls' idea of a good

race~

time.
Instead, we can pretend Obama
and McCain listen to music on their
mp3 players like regular people.
Blender magazine polled both
senators in July and asked what
their top 10 favorite songs are.
The generational gap between

the soundtrack

Obama and McCain is evident not doing its job," Obama said. "I am , ica," more than a great Beach Boys
onty in their appearance, but in the troubled sometimes by the misog- tune (except for the "Star-Spangled
type of music they listen to as well. yny and materialism of a lot of rap Banner" and "God Bless America,"
Obama's top 10 list is a combi- lyrics, but I think the genius ofthe of course).
nation of rock, R&B and hip-hop art form has shifted the culture and
To combat his opponent's list
spanning from the Rolling Stones' helped to desegregate music."
and to. show that he's a true maver"Gimme Shelter" to newer tracks
McCain's list is definitely less ick, it would have been wise for
from Kanye West
varied
and McCain to list at least one song that
and the Fugees, all McCain
two too more dated. gets people's adrenaline flowing.
mixed with some of
The Arizona Like John Cougar Mellancam~'s
Aretha Franklin's
senator
m- "Our. Country" or "Thundering
classic soul.
his
ten.
cl~ded
two Hearts."
·
McCain actually used a MelWith such an _ _l!!!!!lll_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _r/1 ABBA songs,
eclectic and popular
Louis Arm- !encamp tune on the campaign trail
variety on Obama's list, it's no won- strong's classic "What·a Wonderful earlier this year, until Mellencamp,
der why he is viewed as the more World" and "Sweet Caroline" by anObama supporter, asked McCain
hip candidate. Obama told Rolling Neil Diamond.
to stop.
Stone in July that he's a fan of rap
Beside the fact that McCain
It's a terrible way of helping to
and rock 'n' roll.
has two t?o many ABBA songs in elect the next president, but browse
"By definition, rock 'n' roll is his top 10, he compiled a list of the songs in your mp3 player an.d
rebel music, which means if it's not classics that have stood the test of decide if the songs are indicative of
being criticized, it's probably not time. Nothing says, "I love Amer- your personality.

has
many ABBA songs in
top

Pro-choice celebs boycotted

J ustin Timberlake and Jessica Biel were recently added to the Rock
for Life organization's boycott list (Courtesy of celebutopia).
'

tives to prevent unwanted pregnancy.
"LIFE. Not for j udgment, not
woman 's right to for control, but for a better world.",
choose is not the be- said Whittington. He stands strong
_ lief of Rock For Life, on his belief not to terminate prega pro-life advocacy organization .. nancy.
Rock For Life seeks to abolish
The Rock For Life organizaabortion rights for women.
tion now targets celebrities for their
The organization works with pro-choice beliefs and has urged
youth around the nation who feel fellow pro-life supporters to boystrongly in favor of a pro-life move- cott said entertainers as well.
ment.
When asked about the extent
The organization's national di- of the boycott Whittington stated,
rector, Erik Whittington's, inten- "we should not be supporting mutions are to inform supporters of sicians and entertainers who wi ll
facts about abortion and altcma- use their positions to advocate for

Ja'Haan Howard-Young

Staff Writer

A

abortion."
Of the few who have voiced
their opinion, those who spoke on
beliefs in being pro-choice were
placed on the boycott list by Rock
For Life. The list includes Oprah
Winfrey, who publicly endorsed the
Democratic Party and strongly
supports Sen. Obama. Jay Leno cochairs the Feminist Majority· Foundation, a pro-choice organization,
and Jennifer Anniston supports
Women's Lives.
Kate Walsh, William H. Macy
and Julianne Moore are all supporters and advocates of Planned Parenthood.
The most recent entertainers
targeted in the pro-life v. pro-choice
race are R&B singer Justin Timberlake and his girlfriend, actress Jessica Biel.
The couple, who support the
belief of a woman's right to choose,
voiced their opinions on the matter.
at an abortion access rally.
"Nobody should be able to tell
you what you can do with your
body", Biel said to a crowd of sup-·
porters at the Last Chance for
Change rally in Las Vegas in early
October.
"I give Jess the right to choose
where we go to eat all the time,"
Timberlake said. "The funny thing
is, What the WOman ChOOSeS is USU"
ally right," he continued.
This statement grabbed the attention of Whittington. He countered with, "Where you go to dinner
is a legitimate choice, but aborti~m
leaves no choice for your dead·
child. No wonder most Americans
ignore Hollywood politics."
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'Rock the Vote' in 2008
Groups_promote education about key
propositions and issues on the ballot
Chris Alsina
Staff Writer
o your research! Do
your research! Do
your research!
That is what the people in the
Santos Manuel Student Union Pride
Center are saying when it comes to
the presidential election, Proposition 8 and the other important
propositions.
The Pride Center wants students to start making moves in this
year's election because they believe
that the 2008 Presidential election
is the most significant election that
they have yet to witness.
The country's first black presidential candidate is making history
as E lection Day draws near.
There are major propositions
that voters will be fighting for, such
as Propositions 4 and 8.
Proposition 4 is the. fight for a
waiting period and parental consent
before a minor can receiVe and
abortion.
, '
Proposition 8 is t&e abolition of
same-sex marriage' instituted into
the state by California's Supreme
Court. The Pride Center is evidence
that CSUSB is an open-minded
campus and community.
On Tue., Oct. 28, CSUSB
hosted the Rock the Vote event in
the Lower Commons area.
The 'Rock the Vote ' event was
held to bring supporters of both parties together to voice their own
opinions and learn the opinions of
others.

D

TOP, fro m left to right: No on Prop 8 panelists CSUSB pr ofessors J a ckie Rhodes, Aurora Wolfgan g,
CSUSB student Dee J ay Br own, J eff Tan and Pride Center graduate assistant A ngela Romagnoli;
BOTTO M : "No on Prop 8" stickers and signs on the P ride Center's table (C hris Alsina/Chronicle).

Churv~

st~te

The event had live local bands, nity at CSUSB, such as professors
along with booths set up for people Dr. Aurora Wolfgang and Dr. Jackie
to come and visit to get a quick ed- Rhodes, Pride Center graduate as~
ucation about such topics Proposi- sistant Angela Romagnoli, CSUSB .
tion 8 and what each representative student Dee Jay Brown and Jeff
advocated.
Tan.
Each panelist gave reasons on
The Pride Center had a special
hour of their own from 12:30- 1:30 why they feel it is important for stu-.
p.m. , where members hosted the dents to understand what they are
event and invited guest speaker implying to the concept of human
Carnilo Ortiz from San Francisco to civil rights by voting yes on Proposition 8, as well
talk about sameas
encouraged
sex marriage and
students to ask
how he had been
questions.
raised by two ho"The message I
mosexual mothers.
want to get peo-.
"I want to
pie to understand
is that just going
fight the hate
against gay marout and voting
enough,"
riage and help - . - - - - - - - - - - - r # i s n ' t
people understand that marriage Romagnoli said.
"People have to educate themshould be a civil rigbt, not a priviselves on the topics they are voting
lege," Ortiz said.
Ortiz said, "I love my two for and also find out who is funding
mothers and being a straight man, I each side of the proposition, partie~
ularly Proposition 8," Romagnoli
have turned out OK."
"This fight isn't about oppos- said.
ing each other. Not allowing sameA fact found important .to the
sex marriage is both wrong and panel to share was that it is legal to
marry within one's own family in
unfair," Ortiz said.
Ortiz added that as a Chicano, 26 states in the U.S., but it is legal
who have won their rights, so to marry someone of the same sex
in only two states.
should homosexuals.
After Ortiz spoke, the Pride
The Federal Defense of MarCenter followed up with a panel of ' riage Act (DOMA) states that each
five representatives discussing why stite can choose not to recognize
they feel voters should vote no on another state's gay marriage laws,
Proposition 8.
implying that if a loving same-sex
The panel consisted of mem- couple gets married in California,
bers of the lesbian, gay, bisexual they can be considered unmarried
and transgender (LGBT) commu- in the state ofNevada.

"This fight isn 't
about opposing
each other. Notallowing same-sex
marriage is both
wrong and unfair."

Student ·v oters see race as
significant election.factor
campaign.
"If Obama wins and succeeds
at his presidency, new doors will be
opened for future minorities and
ethnic groups," Hawkins said.
Race and minority issues are
en. Barack Obama
playing
a huge role in the election.
leads Sen. John McSome
students believe that
Cain 55 percent to 33
Obama
is
drawing
attention simply
percent among California's likely
because
of
the
color
of his sldn.
voters, according to Field Poll reCSUSB
student
Charles Ansults for Oct 30.
derson
believes
Obama's
sldn color
Several CSUSB minority stuleaves
more
room
for
negative
atdents were surveyed regarding a
tention,
such
as
controversial
accumixture of concerns and views consations of him being a terrorist
cerning Sen. Obama's lead.
"To understand a man, listen to
This phenomenon can be contributed in part to the participation his words regardless of the color of
of new voters who have never his skin," CSUSB student Myson
voted before 2008, and voters could Carnes said.
The same group of students
possibly be in influenced by race
according to some CSUSB stu- was asked what their opinions and
beliefs were about Proposition 4 said.
dents-.
Jaelyn Ritch, who also says yes
One of the major issues at the and 8.
Proposition 4 is the Abortion on 4, said her stance is mostly reforefront of the campaign is the
Waiting Period and Parental Notifi- flected by her religious believes.
worsening economy.
"Regardless of who gets the cation before Termination of a C ommunication and morality levels
presidency, they have to fix the Minor's Pregnancy Initiative Con- have a huge influence in student's
economy and Obama articulates the stitutional Amendment, which pro- decisions.
In regards to Proposition 8,
best reasonable economic plan," hibits minors to abort for 48 hours
CSUSB student Eric Hawkins said. until a parent, legal guardian's con- supporters believe that same-sex
Hawkins is concerned with sent or parental abuse has been re- marriage should not be up to the
p o r t e d . government, based on the first
what is going to
8 is amendment. There can also be revProposition
happen once his
'~To
MarCalifornia
enue loss, mainly sales taxes, totalretirement comes
riage
Protection
ing in several ten millions of dollars
and will certainly
Act,
which
elimiin the long run.
take the issue
People who vote yes on Propo- .
nates
the
constituinto considerasition
tional
right
in
8 believe it will protect chiltion when the
California
for
dren,
education,
public health, faith,
titpe to vote
and
society
from
losing the aspect .
.
comes.
-------~~~~~--!I!III!!IIIJIIIII'same-sex couples
of
pr~moting
traditional
marriage.
: "I believe Washington can best
to marry.
Students asked about ProposiSome students believe individassist America's future by keeping
taxes low and expanding global uals should have their own right to tion 8 said that their opinions on the
Proposition were a reflection on
trade for American products to en- terminate pregnancy.
sure our nation 's enduring prosper"Parents may not understand their religious beliefs and backity," Sen. John McCain stated in his kid's situations, and teens are afraid grounds.
Hawkins maintained an open
2008 U.S. presidential campaign.
of the consequences. Teenagers
• "Six months ago, I announced want to simply satisfy parent's ex- mind about all the propositions and
my plan to put a middle-class tax pectations," Carnes, who is against thinks that when a person's morals
or beliefs come into play or quescut wm;th $500 per person or $1000 Proposition 4 said.
per family into the pockets of work"Being pregnant is important. tion, it causes division among sociers who deserve it," Sen. Obama Especially being a minor; they ety instead of equally distributing
stated in his 2008 U. S. presidential should let their parents know," rights.

Yaneth Hoil
Staff Writer
lvann ia Alay
Staff Writer

S

understand a
man, listen to his
words regardless o
the color of his
skin."
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Politics of religion
Ken Dillard
Managing Editor
This presidential campaign
has had more than its share of intense political attacks and divisive
rbt;toric.
While few would argue that
the Republicans haven't been the
aggressors, neither side has been
100 percent honest
Americans are used to this.
We've been witness to enough
hotly contested campaigns that I
think we're generally smart
enough to differentiate between legitimate policy debates and ridiculous smears- and we've seen
plenty of the latter this year.
M<my of the attacks on Sen.
Barack Obama have been disingenuous and hateful attempts to
rally the "low-information voter"
base of the Republican party.
Chief among these are the
patently ridiculous attempts to link
Obama to William Ayres, a former
member of the 1960s anti-war radicals, the Weathermen.
I honestly think that most
Americans arc informed enough to
understand that the tenuous and
circumstantial link between these
two men could never be a legitimate indictment ofObama's character, no matter the severity of
Ayres indiscretions.
There are attacks that have

been made this year, however, that
should definitely be cause for concern for all Americans and believers in our constitution.
The incessant attempts by the
right to link Obama with Muslims
and Arabs is a disgusting and
baseless attack that challenges the
very nature of our democracy.
What's at stake here is not the
sanctity of this particular race, it's
the sanctity of religious freedom
that is under attack.
At a campaign rally for Sen.
John McCain on Oct 10, a woman
was given a microphone and told
McCain that she could not trust
Obama because he is "an Arab."
To his credit, McCain did rebuff the woman by admitting that
Obama is not an Arab, but an
American.
"No, Ma'am," McCain responded. "He's a decent family
man, a citizen, that I just happen
to have disagreements with on
fundamental issues and that's what
this campaign is all about."
The exchange drew massive
coverage in the media and the plogosphere. Many pundits praised
McCain for finally taking a stand
against the blatantly racist and discriminatory outbursts that had
been emerging at his rallies.
To me, this praise was both
unfounded and undeserved.
Instead of simply disagreeing

with the woman about Obama's
heritage- Obama's father is from
Kenya, making him half African,
not Arab - McCain should have
corrected ttie woman and then
scolded her for insinuating that
being an Arab is in any way negative.
By tacitly agreeing with the
idea that being Arab disqualifies
you from being a decent· family
man, a citizen or running for president, McCain continued to reinforce and endorse the nasty
anti-Arab, anti-Muslim hatespeech that has been exploding on
the far right.
It is shocking and disappointing that we are only limited to correcting the record on Obama's
actual heritage and religion, not
reminding everyone that a person's ethnic heritage or religion
should have no bearing on their eligibility to run for any elected office in this country.
In an interview with Tom
Brokaw on NBC's "Meet the
Press," Republican and former
Secretary of State Colin Powell
expressed his displeasure at this
type of rhetoric.
"What if[Obama] is [a Muslim]?" Powell asked. "Is there
something wrong with being a
Muslim in this country? The answer is no, that's not America. Is
there something wrong with some

Just one attempt to connect Sen. Obama to terrorists (Courtesy of soulassasins.com).
7-year-old Muslim American kid
believing that he or she could be
President?"
Powell went on to mention
having heard senior members of
his own Republican party suggesting that Obama is a Muslim and
therefore linked with terrorists.
Not only is this type of rhetoric just plain wrong, it is racist, divisive, unconstitutional and
un-Amer~can.

Many religious voters say
they would only vote for someone
that shared their basic religious
beliefs. They think tha~ft is impossible for someone to share their
values and political convictions
without sharing their god.

This is ridiculous. Moral and
ethical convictions are not the monopoly of Christians, the religious
or any other group.
It is possible for someone
who does not share your specific
religion to better match your social, economic and foreign-policy
beliefs than someone who does.
The most important thing you
can do as a voter is make sure that
you understand each candidate's
positions before you even think
about considering their race, religion or ethnic heritage.
Our responsibility as Americans is to defend the constitution.
The founders understood the necessity of protecting each individ-

ual's right to their own religion.
After all, the first amendment
does not say: "Congress sha11
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof, as long
as the participants are not Muslims."
It is time to embrace the progression of our society. It is time
to embrace equality. It is time to
embrace the idea that political
candidates should be judged on
their policies and temperament,
not on their religion.
A candidate should be able·to
win your vote even if they pray to
a different god, or maybe no god
at alL

'

Federal reserve's powe;r trip

I

WoimlllSS PAPER?

Burton DeVojaji
Staff Writer
he American dollar is
now worthless. Although, once upon a
time it was backed by gold.
Currency was printed with the
words "In gold payable to the
hearer on demand," until 1933.
"It is well enqugh that people
of the nation do not understand our
banking and monetary system, for
if they did, 1 believe there would be
a revolution before tomorrow
morning," carrnanufacturer Henry
Ford said. '*'
T~ money to gold relation
was known as 'The gold standard. '
· "No state shall make ariy thing
but gold and silver coin a tender in
payment of debts," according to the
U.S. Constitution.
The founding fathers saw the
dangers of removing the dollar
from the gold standard, but that didn't stop later presidents from ending
the gold standard anyways.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt issued 'Executive Order
6102' on April5,1933.
This order was for the population to turn in all gold bullion
[coins] to the government.

T

The fed has control over America's financial well-being. How did
they get so much power? (Courtesy of Caglecartoon.com).

The Federal Reserve act was borrow, the more we owe.
enacted on Dec. 23, 1913 by former
lt is a continuing cycle of debt.
The current bailout plan is only
President Woodrow Wilson.
Wilson passed the act while temporary solution since the
most of the members of congress money is coming from the Fed.
"If the American people ever
were on holiday. Wilson would
allow private banks to control the
later regret passing the Act
"I am a most unhappy man. I issue of their currency, first by inhave unwittingly ruined my coun- flation, then by deflation, the banks
try. A great industrial nation is con- and the corporations that will grow
trolled by its system of credit. Our ·up around them will deprive the
system of credit is concentrated. people of all property until their
The growth of the nation, therefore, children wake-up homeless on the
and all our activities are in the continent their fathers conquered.
hands of a few men. We have come The issuing power should be taken
to be one of the worst ruled, one of from the banks and restored to the
the most completely controlled and people, to whom it properly bedominated Governments in the civ- longs," former president Thomas
ilized world -- no longer a Govern- Jefferson said.
Larry Bates, economic author,
ment by free opinion, no longer a
Government by conviction and the said the Fed is more powerful than
vote of the majority, but a Govern- "the president, the congress and the
ment by the opinion and duress of courts."
He who controls the money
a small group of dominant men,"
has the power in America.
Wilson said.
The Fed is a privately owned
The Fed is able to make
money, not backed by gold, but out central banking system that is powered by smaller member banks.
ofthin air.
"[the Fed] operates outside the
Secondly, it is able to control
effective interest rates. It also loans control of Congress and manipumoney to our government at inter- lates the credit of the United
States," former Sen. Barry Goldwaest.
Since the Fed controls the ter said.
"The Government should eremoney supply, the more money we

ate, issue and circulate all the currency and credits needed to satisfy
the spendmg power of the Government and the buying power of consumers.
By the adoption of these principles, the taxpayers will be saved
immense sums of interes~," Abra~
ham Lincoln said.
Lincoln was against having an
entity such as the privately owned
Fed control the money supply.
"Issue of currency should be
lodged with the government and be •
protected from domination by Wall
Street," Theodore Roosevelt said.
It's no wonder why Larry
Bates, economics author, said the
Fed "is more powerful than the
president, the congress and the
courts."
America's economy is the
world's economy . How did it get
into the hands of the fed?
Despite all the warnings given
by former presidents about wliat
could happen if a private organization took control of the money supply, Wilson still passed The Federal
Reserve Act. Although he regretted
the decision, we are left with the aftermath of that action.
Good luck with that "bailout"
plan.

Media highlights race in election
Elena Martinez
Staff Writer
aybe it's me, but the
presidential election
seems to have
largely been less about substance
and more about color.
Suddenly, when we thought we_
were past race in this country and
political correctness seemed to be
just a 90s buzzword, the little issue
of race has crept back on the scene
and is now beating us over the
heads while we refuse to admit its
presence.
These last few weeks, I've read
that if Sen. Barack Obama loses the
election and Sen. John McCain
wins, it will be due to racism.
I've heard that we must, must,
must elect Obama, because if we
don 't, overseas opinion of American equality will plummet.
. Jacob Weisberg recently wrote
in Newsweek, "Obama's policy presc;riptions (are) ... by and large, seril)us attempts to deal with the

M

biggest issues we face."
He continues to say that since
Obama 's policies are good enough
attempts at politics, this, combined
with his race, means that we have
to elect him.
The other day, in a CNN interview, I heard a commentator nervously state that if Obama isn' t
elected, "the blacks" will get angry.
According to Tom Sullivan of
Fox News, when blacks get angry,
they get violent On the prospect of
an Obama loss, Sullivan said, "Will
there be riots in the streets? I think
the answer to that is yes. •;
What is this? 1950?
This makes me want to timewarp back to the 90s (minus the boy
bands) and enjoy just a little of that
silly "political correctness." After
all, back then everyone would declare these crazy statements as pure
racism and at least attempt to cut
such clearly stereotypical jargon
from political conversation.
CSUSB communication professor Dr. Robin Larsen attributes

connecting a race of people with violence like rioting, to irresponsible
media.
"It feeds into stereotyping one
group as highly malevolent,"
Larsen said.
OK, so most of us knew that
our post-racism facade was just that
and that it's been crumbling since
its creation, but this election year
has brought all the cracks to the surface.
"Voters want the best candidate," professor Andrew Tufano
said. "I don't think race is a part of
it today. When they pull the lever,
it's for who best represents them."
Still, if race doesn't matter,
why are some opponents, and even
more supporters, of America's first
black candidate dwelling on his
color?
Those who may have a problem with Obama because of his race
obviously exist a~d are in the
wrong.
However, Obama's supporters
seem to outnumber them and have

managed to continually spotlight
and use Obama 's race as well.
I wish the media and public
would dedicate time and space to
discussions of policy and not to
blind, stereotypical guilt-trips that
indicate that whoever disagrees
with someone of color is inherently
a racist.
Of course it's wrong. But it
also denies the candidate a fair
chance to be seen as an equal, serious contender and evaluated and
criticized as one as well.
This was never what equality
was supposed to be.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. famously stated, "I have a dream that
my four little children will one day
live in a nation where they will not
be judged by the color of their skin,
but by the content of their character."
If America is truly in a state
where someone must be chosen
simply because of his skin color,
then we are not living the dream at
all.

Pundits claim some Americans are still not ready for a black president (Chronicle graphic).
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Academic front runners
Danniella Erickson
Staff Writer

T

he women's cross
country team scores
high in the classroom,
and continues to work on their rank
as runners.
The girls ' success in academics
can be attributed to discipline they
learn as runners, according to
women's head cross country coach,
Tom Burleson.
The women's cross country
team has received nine All-Academic awards from their cumulative
grade point averages, landing the
girls' average at higher than 3 .1. ·
Burleson said he is pretty sure
the girls will be receiving their 1Oth
All-Academic award this year. Four
girls on the team have current grade
point averages of 3.5 or higher.
The team practices at 6 a.m.
around the CSUSB campus. Their
motivation is knowing that running
Is their job and they need to get the
job done.
"They know they' re going to
get up, going to get it don·e and
have the rest of the day for school
and their own time," Burleson said.

"The majority of running is before the tournament.
Senior captain Kari Brandt
mental and getting yourself physiologically ready to run on that par- equaled her personal best for 6,000
meters and finished 32nd out of 94
ticular day."
Running takes extreme self- · runners, and finished first out of the
Coyotes; all while celebrating her
motivation and discipline.
Athletes need to stay on top of 21st birthday at the tournament.
Roundtheir nutrition to
keep from being
ing out the top
"The girls' success five for the Coyinjured, according to Burleson. in academics can be otes were senior
Alena MohdThe
team
attributed
to
disciYusof,
senior
hosted its first
conference pline they learn as Kristen Torrez
championship
and
junior
runners."
Shawna A)varez.
meet on Oct. 25.
Even
The
team ~~-----------placed eighth in the California Col- though the Coyotes didn ' t place
legiate Athletic Association men's first, Burleson said the tournament
and women's cross country cham- went excellent.
"I know it seems like you 're
pionships held at Glen Helen Redown there. Fifth place had 147
gional Park in Devore.
The Coyotes haven't hosted an [points] imd we had 200," Burleson
event since the program was rein- said.
The Coyotes weren' t blown
stated in 1996-97.
"We have a tremendous sup- out. They just needed a girl to fmish
in the top 15.
port staff here," Burleson said.
The runners had support from
" It doesn't mean in two weeks
everyone in the athletic department. when we go back to Western ReCSUSB President Albert gions the teams that beat us are
Karnig offered his encouragement going to again," Burleson said.
by speaking at a banquet the night "They just beat us because they

were better that day."
The Coyotes will out run teams
that placed higher than them in this
last tournament on Nov. 8 at the
NCAA West Regional, according to
Burleson.
·
The cross country team hopes
to continue hosting events.
"We're going to continue.each
year with an invitational," Burleson
said.
Burleson wants to involve
alumni in the invitation and have an
alumni day.
Brandt's sister, CSUSB alumni
Andrea Brandt, ran for the cross
country team, and is now the assistant coach.
"They' re all like sisters,"
Burleson said. "We've been together since early August. We 're
very supportive of one another.
There is no jealousy from the number one runner to the very last girl."
This is Burleson's 18th season
as head ·coach and he said the runners are his motivation to keep at
it.
/
"Just their en)husiasm, just
being around them makes you
young. You never get old,"
Burleson said.

Cross country head coach Tom Burleson proudly bangs his team's
All-Academic awards in his office (Danniella Erickson/ Chronicle).

'Yotes expected to win ,CCAA
win the conference."
The 'Yates, who have won the
' r,
j
conference seven of the las"! nine
he votes are in and years, are coming off an earl y exit
there is a clear favorite ·in last year 's NCAA tournament.
to dominate this sea- But don 't expect that to have a lastson.
ing impact.
Once again the men's basket"Most of the [key] players we
ball team has been marked as th~ had last year are gone," Oliver said
favorite to win the 2008-2009
Three of those key players
CCAA title. ,
were first-team, All-CCAA perThe Cp~otes received nine of formers, and another signed a conthe 11 first place votes in the CCAA tract to play professionally in Japan.
preseason coaches' poll, setting
However, the '07-' 08 CCAA
them . ahead of CaJ State champs are reloading after losing a
Dominguez Hills and Cal Poly slew of support.
Pomona (second and third respecWith impact transfers Devon
tively).
Montgomery (Pepperdine) and
"I think a lot of [being picked Brandon Brown (Holmes Commuto win] was tradition based," Head nity College, Miss.), the Coyotes
Coach Jeff Oliver said.
hope to bolster their lineup and add
"But, we do have the talent to a dimension that la.st season's squad

Chris Baker
Staff Writer
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Seniors Rachel Johnson (left) and Jaclyn Rainville have been roommates since they were freshmen (Gabriel Alvizo/ Chronicle).

Dynami.c duo
Gabriel Alvizo
Staff Writer

.

omen's basketball
players
Rachel
Johnson , and Jaclyn Rainville have a relationship
that goes far beyond the basketball
court.
They first met as · freshmen
when they were assigned to be
roommates and they have roomed
together ever since.
Johnson said playing basketball is like an outlet that helps to
balance out life, school and other
distractions.
"When you have a bad day, and
you step out on the court for a
game, you forget about everything,"
Johnson. "All you think about is
basketball."
Johnson began her basketball
career at the ten~er age of four and
it has been such a big aspect of her
life, she claims it has become a part
of who she is.
"Basketball isn' t just a sport, it
has helped me learn life lessons,"
Johnson said.
Rainville started playing basketball when she was in third grade.
After a while, her life started torevolve around basketball.
Although they have their differences and disagreements, Johnson and Rainville agree that it is a
privilege to be playing for head
coach Kevin Becker.
Becker is a smart man and a
great teacher in life, as well as in

W

basketball, according to Johnson
and Rainville.
These two women started play' ing as young children, were accomplished high school athletes and
now have come full-circle as they
look forward to their fourth and
final collegiate season.
Johnson and Rainville are both Gabriel Alvizo
coming off of very productive years Staff Writer
for the Coyotes. Johnson had a .309
field goal percentage, 222 points
omen 's
soccer
and led the team in three-pointers
coach Diego Bowith 52.
. canegra showed
Rainville grabbed 103 re- his team a documentary of John
bounds, 39 of those on offense, and Wooden and the UCLA basketball
had 14 blocked shots on the season, dynasty during their prese~son.
all while maintaining a grade point
In an attempt to establi s~ a
average above 3.0.
winning culture, like UCLA and
The r9ad through the upcom- Wooden, his team would have to
ing season will be very different for build off of their .500 record from
the two players individually.
last year.
Johnson suffered an unfortuBocanegra hoped that with the
nate ankle inj ury that will sideline video his team would understand
her for the majority of the season. the true meaning of the "bigger picIf all goes well, she is scheduled to ture."
be back on the court ~y early FebThat p icture consisted of
ruary.
championships obtained through
She had surgery on Oct. 24, hard work. The video also taught
and will proceed to rehabilitate her them that at this is time in their lives
ankle in an attempt to get back on they are building the ~haracter that
the court as soon as possible.
will help determine their future.
· As for Rainville, her goal for
Bocanegra's tenure as the head
the entire off season can be coach of the women 's soccer team
summed up in one word - produc- has been successful. They finished
tion.
8-8-4 in 2007 and eclipsed that win
She saij all she wants is to total in 2008 with a record of9-5-4
work on being more productive and through 18 games.
consistent for the team.
So far the teams two for two on
The team 's first exhibition non-losing seasons, a remarkable
·game is on Nov. 8 against UNLV.
·feat considering he took over a pro-

didn 't have.
"Last year we struggled a bit
scoring the bali,'.. Oliver said, "This
team has more firepower and [offensive weapons]."
The Coyotes will add eight
new players to this team's lineup,
including Colorado State transfer
Tim Denson, who red-shirted last
season.
"We have a great recruiting
class on paper," Oliver said.
Unfortunately, one of those
prize recruits, Brandon Brown, will
be ineligible until mid December
due to a transfer rule.
The team will need him in
games against Cal Poly Pomona,
Cal State-Dominguez and Cal State
LA; the three teams Oliver lists as
the 'Yotes toughest opponents.
Their biggest obstacle, how-

ever, may be themselves.
"Right now we don't play hard
enough," Oliver said.
It's not just hard work that is
key for this team's success. While
they may have a more dynamic offense, they can 't expect to win
games on one side of the ball.
"We have more weapons offensively, but that's irrelevant if we
don't play defense,'' Oliver said.
In addition to playing hard defense, understanding each other
will be imperative. The bulk of this
team is new to the program.
It will take time, on and off the
court, before this group becomes a
team.
The first step of a long journey
begins Nov 16th against AlaskaFairbanks in the Coussoulis Arena.

.

Pride, passion and soccer:
W

gram that was coming off of back
to back losing seasons. In that two
year span of 2005-2006 they only
managed to win six out of 3 8 contests ..
"We're definitely moving in
the right direction. We' ll keep pushing. It's my nature to make them
want to keep pushing until we see
conference, regional and maybe
someday national championships,"
Bocanegr~ said.
Bocanegra has brought young
talent through 20 player recruits
over the last two years.
He feels his team 's dedication
is a major reason why they have
been so successful.
"The biggest difference for us
has been our depth. Getting the
right players that come in with the
right attitudes and keeping those
who already have that attitude,"
Bocanegra said.
Bocanegra considers himself a
player's coach. One of the most
gratifying things that Bocanegra
finds in his job is the ability to help
players earn the respect they deserve.
"I want my p layers to be proud
to be part of this program and proud
to wear' their women's soccer gear

Women's soccer

c~ach

Diego Bocanegra (Gabriel Alvizo/ Chronicle).

around campus. I think, unlike past
years, that's definitely the case
now,'' Bocanegra said.
Bocanegra does not have plans
of leaving any time soon. He loves
what he does, the athletic department family, the campus, the players and the community.
A couple of years ago, Bocanegra took a year and a half off

from coaching.
He realized that coaching was,
"definitely what I wanted to do and
what I am passionate about," he
said.
Bocanegra tells his players,
"strive to be the best you can be at
everything you do in life. "
Judging by the team 's recent
play, they hear him loud and clear.

